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요   약

본 논문은 IEEE 802.11 DCF가 잡음과 부하가 고려된 실제 인 환경에서 효과 으로 작동할 수 있도록 환경

변화에 따라 contention window를 동 으로 응시키는 필터 기반의 메카니즘을 제안한다. 이는 이미지 로세

싱에서의 미디언 필터개념을 용시킨 것으로 필터링의 결과에 따라 도우의 크기를 조정한다. 이를 통하여 잡

음과 충돌에 의해 필연 으로 패킷 달에 문제가 발생할 수밖에 없는 무선 환경에서 불필요한 도우의 조정을 

제거하고, 성능을 최 화 할 수 있게 된다. 한 제안하는 방법은 기존에 송된 결과를 반 하는 히스토리 비트

-패턴을 이용함으로써 기존 연구결과들을 거의 포함하는 일반 인 방법으로 쉽게 확장할 수 있는 장 을 가지고 

있다. 제안된 방법은 시뮬 이션을 통해 성능과 지연 측면에서 기존의 연구결과보다 확실한 향상을 가져옴을 확

인할 수 있었다.
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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a filter-based algorithm to adaptively adjust the contention window in IEEE 802.11 

DCF. The proposed mechanism is focused on the general and realistic environments that have various 

conditions regarding to noise, media types and network load. For this flexible adaptation, Filter-based 

DCF(FDCF) takes a more realistic policy such as median filter concept in the image processing technologies. 

We can handle these various environments by adjusting the contention window size according to the result of 

filtering based on history-buffer. We can ignore temporarily and randomly occurred transmission failures due to 

noise errors and collisions in noisy environments. In addition, by changing the reference number and 

history-buffer size, FDCF can be extended as a general solution including previous proposed mechanism. We 

have confirmed that the proposed mechanism can achieve the better performance than those of previous 

researches in aspects of the throughput and the delay in the realistic environments.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

Most of the contention based MAC protocols 

follow the operational model of carrier sense 

multiple access (CSMA), incorporating handshaking 

signals and a back-off mechanism to reduce the 
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Fig. 1. 802.11 DCF RTS/CTS access mode

probability of collisions. The collision is inevitable 

due to the fundamental problems such as 

propagation delay, hidden terminal problem and 

exposed terminal problem in WLAN [1].

IEEE 802.11 MAC(Medium Access Control) 

designed for wireless LAN defines two access 

mechanisms: Point Coordination Function (PCF) 

and Distributed Coordination Function (DCF). 

PCF is a centralized algorithm for the 

contention-free service, while DCF has a 

contention-based algorithm to provide access to all 

traffic.

In this paper, we only concern about the DCF. 

The IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol can operate in 

one of two different modes: infrastructure mode 

and ad hoc mode. In infrastructure mode 

communication between nodes must go through a 

central node, while in ad hoc mode nodes 

communicate directly with each other. 

Infrastructure mode fits the sensor networks in 

which sensors within a cluster communicate 

directly with their cluster head. On the other 

hand, ad hoc mode fits the sensor networks in 

which sensors communicate directly each other 

without any cluster head. In the IEEE 802.11 

DCF, each node can start a transmission if the 

medium is sensed to be idle for an interval larger 

than the Distributed Inter Frame Space (DIFS). If 

the medium is busy, the node will start the 

deferring process as shown in Figure 1. The 

deferring process defers the transmission until a 

DIFS is passed and then generate a random 

back-off timer before transmitting the packet. The 

back-off timer will be decreased while the 

channel is sensed to be idle, and frozen while the 

channel is sensed to be busy, and resumed to 

decrease while the channel is sensed to be idle 

again. A node can initiate a transmission when 

the back-off timer reaches zero. The back-off 

timer is uniformly chosen in the range [0, ]. 

 is known as Contention Window, which is 

an integer with the range determined by the PHY 

characteristics   and  . After each 

unsuccessful transmission,   will be doubled 

till to the maximum value  
, 

where W0 equals to  . After each 

successful transmission,  will be reset to 

 .

802.11 DCF defines two channel access modes: 

basic access mode and RTS/CTS-based access 

mode. In case of RTS/CTS-based access mode, 

nodes transmit data by using special short RTS 

and CTS frames prior to the transmission of 

actual data frame in order to shorten the collided 

time interval. The node that needs to transmit a 

packet issues a RTS frame. When the destination 

receives the RTS frame, it will transmit a CTS 

frame immediately after SIFS interval. The source 

node is allowed to transmit its packet if and only 

if it receives the CTS correctly. At the same time 

all the other nodes are capable of updating the 

NAVs based on the RTS from the source node 

and the CTS from the destination node, which 

helps to circumvent the hidden terminal problems. 

In fact the nodes that is able to receive the CTS 

frames correctly, can avoid collisions even when 

it cannot sense the data transmissions from the 

source node. If a collision occurs with two or 

more RTS frames, much less bandwidth is wasted 

when compared with situations that larger data 

frames collide each other in basic access 

mechanism.

Through much effort for the solution of 

collision resolution mechanism, considerable 

improvement has been achieved. However, most 

of the existing mechanisms consider the 

environments that the channel is error-free. 
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Therefore, transmission failure occurs only due to 

the collision through the contention between 

nodes. Those may fit well in ideal environments, 

but they aren't appropriate for the realistic 

environments that have the time-varying network 

load and cause the errors randomly due to the 

noise and movement. So we need to have other 

approaches. In this paper, we try seeking for a 

general solution that can be adaptable in realistic 

environments.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. 

Section 2 reviews the solutions of the previous 

researches, and discusses the main features in our 

proposed filter-based DCF(FDCF).

Section 3 explain the concept and the analysis 

model. And then performs the theoretical analysis 

of FDCF on the throughput and delay. In Section 

4, we evaluate the FDCF through the simulation. 

And we compare the performance of FDCF with 

the GDCF and the standard DCF. In Section 5, 

we conclude the paper.

Ⅱ. Related Works

This paper focuses on the contention-based 

MAC protocol, specifically IEEE 802.11 DCF [1]. 

Several recent researches on this topic have been 

worked [4, 13, 14, 8, 3, 10, 5]. The analysis in 

[2] shows that the throughput and fairness of 

802.11 DCF can be significantly deteriorated 

when the large number of nodes participates in 

communication. But it was not considered the 

recently emerging applications such as real-time 

media and mobile ad-hoc networks. Some of 

these works are related with priority supporting 

for real-time multimedia applications [9]. Others 

are energy-saving MAC protocols that can be 

used in mobile ad hoc networks where each node 

assumes to be energy-limited [11].

As a important approach, there is an attempt to 

avoid useless collisions through the "gentle" 

decrease of contention window, referred as gentle 

DCF or GDCF [12]. GDCF is a major algorithm 

competed with our proposed protocol. GDCF 

halves   value if there are consecutive 

successful transmissions. For this purpose, GDCF 

needs to maintain a counter for counting the 

number of continuous successful transmissions. 

This counter will reset to zero after each 

collision, because what it count is the number of 

continuous successful transmissions, not the 

number of total successful transmissions. In the 

case of collision, similar to the operations in 

DCF, GDCF will double the contention window 

and select a back-off timer value uniformly from 

[0,]. If there are Consecutive successful 

transmissions, GDCF will halve the  and 

select a back-off timer value uniformly from [0,

]. Then, the counter for recording the number 

of continuous successful transmissions is reset to 

zero. Otherwise, GDCF increases counter for the 

number of consecutive successful transmission and 

keeps the contention window unchanged. If the 

channel is idle, GDCF also reduces the back-off 

timer by 1, the same as in DCF.

GDCF can get a better performance result by 

avoiding useless collisions in the saturated state. It 

is very reasonable because only one successful 

transmission does not mean that network traffic is 

light. However, it requires an important 

assumption that unsuccessful transmission is 

occurred due to not noise error but only collision. 

It is not the realistic environments.

Rt SDCF

0 

1 

Reset(W0)

Increment

Table 1: State Transition of the Standard DCF

R_4 R_3 R_2 R_1 Rt GDCF

0
X
X
X
1
X

0
X
X
1
X
X

0
X
1
X
X
X

0
1
X
X
X
X

0
0
0
0
0
1

Decrement
Hold
Hold
Hold
Hold

Increment

Table 2: State Transition of the GDCF

Based on this observation and insight, we 

propose a new filter-based collision resolution 

mechanism called FDCF. We can handle these 
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various environments by adjusting the contention 

window size according to the result of filtering 

based on the history-buffer information. The 

filtering is being started counting the cumulative 

number of failed transmissions among the recently 

tried transmissions. If the failed transmission 

counter is greater than the reference number , 

even though last transmission was succeeded, 

FDCF will stop halving the contention window 

size and keep the current size unchangeable. If 

the failed transmission counter is less than the 

reference number , even though last transmission 

was failed, FDCF will stop doubling the 

contention window size and keep the current size. 

As a result, we can ignore temporarily and 

randomly occurred transmission failures due to 

varying noisy and collision environments. In 

addition, by changing the reference number and 

history-buffer size, FDCF can be extended as a 

general solution including previous proposed 

mechanism.

Fig. 2. The flow chart of the FDCF

Ⅲ. Filter-Based DCF

To overcome the rigidness of the previous 

contention window scheme, we propose a 

filter-based decision making scheme. The new 

mechanism provide a gentle treatment on the 

contention window under a noise environment 

avoiding to increase the window unnecessarily. 

FDCF takes a more flexible policy by adjusting 

the contention window size according to the result 

of history-buffer based filtering. This mechanism 

operates effectively by preventing the useless 

fluctuation of contention window size, especially 

when the competing node number is large and 

noisy error rate cannot be ignored.

For the purpose of clear understanding of the 

differentiation among various approaches, we tried 

to show the transition of contention window size 

using simple tabular form. At first, 

SDCF(Standard DCF) can be explained, as shown 

in table 1. If  means the result of the last 

received packet(0:success, 1:fail), the change of 

the contention window size will be entirely 

determined according to that value. If  is 0, 

contention window size will be initialized as W0. 

If  is 1, contention window size will be 

doubled.

GDCF actually counts the number of 

consecutively successful transmissions. If the 

counter value is greater than or equal to the 

reference value , the contention window size 

will be halved. If not, even though last packet 

transmission is succeeded, contention window size 

will not be changed. If last transmission is 

failure, window size always will be doubled. This 

mechanism can be expressed by history buffer as 

shown in table 2(in case of =4). Rt means the 

result of current time and , , , and 

 mean the results of the previous time 

respectively.

FDCF uses the concept of history-buffer. Figure 

3 shows the overall flow of the FDCF. The 

history-buffer based filtering of FDCF is started 

by checking the pattern of failed transmissions 

among the recently tried transmissions. It 

determines the success or failure based on the 

two informations. First is the result of current 

transmission(). The other is related with 

history-buffer contents that maintains the success 

or failure records of recently received packets.

This mechanism can be expressed by history 

buffer as shown in table 3. In other words, when 

the current transmission is failed or succeeded, 
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History Pattern Action

R_
3

R_
2

R_
1

Rt FDCF(η=1) FDCF(η=2) GDCF SDCF

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Dec
Dec
Dec

Hold
Dec

Hold
Hold
Hold
Hold

Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

Hold
Hold
Hold
Hold

Inc
Hold

Inc
Inc
Inc

Dec
Hold
Hold
Hold
Hold
Hold
Hold
Hold

Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc

Table 4: Various mechanisms expressed by History-buffer 

method in case of =3

R_4 R_3 R_2 R_1 Rt FDCF
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Decrement
Decrement
Decrement

Hold     
Decrement

Hold     
Hold     
Hold     
Hold     

Increment
Increment
Increment
Increment
Increment
Increment
Increment

Decrement
Hold     
Hold     
Hold     
Hold     
Hold     
Hold     
Hold     

Increment
Increment
Increment
Increment
Increment
Increment
Increment
Increment

Table 3: State transition of the FDCF : in case of =4 
and =1

this mechanism decides whether current contention 

window size will be changed or not, based on 

transmission history-buffer information.  

At first, if the result of current transmission is 

failure, it is able to choose one of two 

possibilities. If the failed transmission counter is 

greater than or equal to the reference number , 

we think that the transmission is failed by 

doubling the contention window size. That 

possibility is expressed as 
 .

However, if the failed transmission counter is 

less than the reference number , we consider 

that this situation can be filtered or ignored. So 

the contention window size is not changed. That 

possibility is expressed as 
 . Next, if the 

result of current transmission is success, it is also 

able to choose one of two possibilities. If the 

failed transmission counter is less than or equal 

to the reference number , we think that the 

transmission is succeeded by halving the 

contention window size. That possibility is 

expressed as 
 . However, if the failed 

transmission counter is greater than the reference 

number , we consider that this situation can be 

ignored or filtered. So the contention window size 

is not changed. That possibility is expressed as 


 . 

Table 3 shows an example of history-buffer 

size =4 and reference number =1.

As we can see through above description, 

various mechanisms including SDCF and GDCF 

can be expressed by the filter-based mechanism, 

0,0 0,1 0,2 0,W0-2 0,W0-1
1 1 1

11

m-i,0 m-i,1 m-i,2 m-i,Wi-2 m-i,Wi-1
1 1 1

11

pdown

m,0 m,1 m,2 m,Wm-2 m,Wm-1
1 1 1

11

pdown

pdown

pup

pup

pup

phold

1-pup

1-pdown

Fig. 3. The analysis Model of The FDCF
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as shown in table 4. This is the reason whyFDCF 

can be extended as a general approach by the 

adjustment of the contention window size in DCF.

Let  be the history buffer size. Let  be the 

total failure counter within history-buffer and let 

 be the reference number. Based on these 

numbers, we can get 
 , 

 , 
 , 

 .


 






    ≥        (1)


 






            (2)


   






     

(3)


  






    ≤ 

(4)

where  is the probability that a transmitted 

packet fails due to collision or error.

If a node in FDCF stays in a certain state, it 

can be moved to upper state, lower state, or 

current state according to the filter-based decision. 

In this paper, we let them  ,  ,  , 

respectively. And it can be expressed as follows.

 
               (5)

 
 

               (6)

 
      (7)

This approach can adapt to various 

environments. It can be used as a general solution 

by adjusting  and , without much modification 

of standard DCF. In addition, by considering the 

timing factor, this mechanism can accept the 

bursty data traffic that have severe fluctuations in 

times. So this approaches can include the merits 

of the previous DCF such as DCF and GDCF. 

And it can be used effectively for various traffic 

patterns in various environments.

Based on the description on FDCF, we can 

make the analysis model shown in Figure 3 

[12,10,7]. And we will get the performance of 

FDCF using same procedures and symbols in [2] 

and [13]. Let  be the probability that a 

transmitted packet fails due to collision or error, 

and  be the probability that a node transmits in 

a randomly chosen slot time,  be the back-off 

stage,   be the maximal back-off stage,  be 

the back-off time slot,   be the bi-dimensional 

state of each node,  be the stable probability 

of state  , and   be the 

one-step transition probability from state 

  to state  . If the result of 

filtering function is failure, FDCF will back-off 

(increase the stage  and double the contention 

window). The back-off timer will decrease by 1 

if the channel is sensed idle. If the result of 

filtering function is success, FDCF will decrease 

the back-off stage  and halve the contention 

window. Otherwise the node will stay at the 

current back-off stage  and keeps the contention 

window size unchanged. Then we can easily 

construct corresponding transition equations of the 

Markov model. The non-null one-step transition 

probabilities can be computed as follows:

      ∈   ∈

   



 ∈

   



 ∈ ∈

  



 ∈

   
 


 ∈  ∈

   



 ∈  ∈

where , , and  is the probability that 

its state has to be changed to the state of upper, 

lower, and current state respectively, according to 

the filtering result.
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Let  



 and we can aggregate the state 

 , ∈   into a single state  , so 

it is easy to get that

       (8)

For each ∈  ,  also has 

relationship shown in equation (9).

 


 










     

  
     

     











                                (9)

With equation (8) and  



, equation (9) 

can be simplified as

 


 
  ≤ ≤     (10)

Because the sum of stationary distribution for 

all states must be equal to 1, therefore


  









  
  






 
   (11)

In equation (11),  can be computed using 

equation (8) and i is standardized in 802.11b 

as follows (for DSSS PHY in 802.11, m′ = 5):

   

  ≤′

′

   ′     (12)

Replacing Equation (11) with equation (8) and 

equation (12), we can get the value of    in 

equation (13) as




     ≤′

′   ′     (13)

 







   (14)

′  


′


×

′′

(15)

Then, the probability   that a node transmits 

in a randomly chosen slot time can be expressed 

as

 
  



 




     (16)

Because we have to consider the various 

environments such as noisy environments,   is 

expressed as:

       (17)

Equations (16) and (17) represent a nonlinear 

system in two unknowns   and   which can be 

solved using numerical techniques.

Let   be the normalized throughput, that is the 

fraction of channel time used for successful 

transmission. The throughput   is described as 

follows [2],[12]:

 
 

 
  (18)

where 

 and 


 are the average time the 

channel is sensed busy because of a successful 

transmission and collision, respectively.   

denotes the mean payload size, and  is the 

duration of empty slot time.   is the probability 

that at least one transmission occurs in a given 

slot time,  is the conditional probability that 

exactly one transmission exists at the slot time 

under the condition of at least one transmission. 

They are expressed as

     (19)

     (20)

For the basic access mechanism and the 

RTS/CTS access mechanism, 

 and 


 were 

given as
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(a) in case of light load, =0.05 (b) in case of normal load, =0.2

(c) in case of heavy load, =0.4 (d) in case of severely heavy load, =0.8

Fig. 4. The simulation results on the total throughput





 








 

















 












where 


 is the length of packet header, and  

is the propagation delay.

Ⅳ. FDCF Performance Analysis and 

Simulation

This section will present the simulation results 

about FDCF using NS2 [6]. We mainly tested in 

case of various network loads under different 

error possibilities. The nodes are uniformly 

distributed along the circle of diameter 300m in 

Packet payload 11680 bits

MAC overhead 224 bits

PHY header 192 

ACK 112bits + PHY header

RTS 160bits + PHY header

CTS 112bits + PHY header

Channel bit rate 2 Mbps

Propagation delay 1 

Slot time 20 

SIFS 10 

DIFS 50 

W=32, m'=5.0,m=7.0

Table 5. System Parameters(802.11 DSSS)

the 700m*500m 2-dimensional square space. The 

main performance metrics of interest are system 

throughput and delay. All the parameters used in 

analytical model and our simulations follow the 
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(a) in case of light load, =0.05 (b) in case of normal load, =0.2

(c) in case of heavy load, =0.4 (d) in case of severely heavy load, =0.8

Fig. 5. The simulation results on the average delay

parameters of DSSS, and are summarized in 

Table 5. Especially history-buffer size  and 

reference number  were limited as =4 and =1 

that was turned out to be optimal value in GDCF 

mechanism. respectively. If proposed FDCF uses 

more large history-buffer size , it will show 

better characteristics. However, in this study, we 

constrained the history-buffer size  to 4 that 

optimized to GDCF.

System throughput is used to show the 

capability of FDCF on the throughput 

improvement in realistic environments. We 

repeatedly simulated with changing two factors, 

network loads and error rates.

Figure 4 shows simulation results on the 

throughput in noisy environments that have 

different error rates. We tried to measure the 

throughput in light, normal, heavy, and severely 

heavy loaded circumstances. In Figure 4(a), all 

DCF show similar performances in aspect of 

throughput. As the almost previous researches 

implies throughout no concern, good performance 

is not important issue in the light loaded 

circumstances. The only noticeable point is the 

feature that the overall throughput deteriorates 

rapidly from below the certain error rate.

In Figure 4(b), in the case of most important 

error rates, the proposed DCF outperforms GDCF 

and SDCF. In case of very high error rates, all 

DCF have similar performances. Generally, as we 

focus on the normal loaded networks with some 

considerable error rates, we think that it is very 
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important result. In Figure 4(c) related with heavy 

load networks, proposed DCF and GDCF 

outperforms SDCF. In Figure 4(d) of severely 

heavy load networks, GDCF shows better 

performances than the proposed DCF and SDCF. 

As the severely heavy loaded networks makes lots 

of collisions, as we can predict, GDCF which 

cannot easily reduce the size of contention 

window showed good performances. However, it 

cannot be used as an important indicator because 

packet losses under this condition are more than 

90%. This results show the proposed DCF can be 

effectively applied to the various environments 

with different error rates and collisions. 

Especially, in case of normal load networks and 

heavy load networks, we have confirmed that the 

proposed DCF could get considerable merits.

Figure 5 shows simulation results on the 

end-to-end delay measured in realistic 

environments that have different error rates and 

network load. We also tried to measure the 

average delay in light, normal, heavy, and 

severely heavy loaded circumstances.

In Figure 5(a), all DCF show similar 

performances in aspect of delay. Even though 

standard DCF has a little better performance than 

GDCF and FDCF, the difference is so 

small(notice that the y-axis scale of each graph is 

different). In Figure 5(b), in the case of almost 

every error rates, the proposed DCF and GDCF 

outperform standard DCF. In Figure 5(c) of heavy 

load networks, proposed DCF and GDCF have 

better results than SDCF. In Figure 5(d) of 

severely heavy load networks, the proposed DCF 

and GDCF also outperform standard DCF. In 

aspect of delay, GDCF shows the best delay 

characteristics. But the proposed DCF has similar 

results. In other words, In case of light loaded 

environments, three approaches did not have some 

noticeable differences. However, if the network 

load increase more and more, standard DCF has 

lower performances. Based on the simulation 

results, we have confirmed that proposed FDCF 

has the actual merits in the aspects of various 

environments. This results show FDCF can be 

effectively applied to the various environments. 

Especially, in case of normal load and severe 

error rates, we could show that FDCF have 

considerable merits.

Ⅴ. Conclusions

We proposed a filter-based algorithm to 

adaptively adjust the contention window in IEEE 

802.11 DCF.  The proposed mechanism is 

focused on the general and realistic environments 

that have various conditions regarding to noise, 

media types and network load. We confirmed that 

FDCF can handle these various environments by 

adjusting the contention window size according to 

the result of filtering based on history-buffer.

In addition, FDCF can be extended as a 

general solution by adjusting the history-buffer 

size   and reference number . Lots of variations 

including the previous mechanism such as 

standard DCF and GDCF can be easily 

implemented. Applying weight for each 

history-buffer information shall give more 

flexibility and possibility. Finding optimal pattern 

also will be an important further study theme.

We expect that FDCF can be easily extended 

to support priority applications or QoS 

differentiation through configuring reference value 

 for different type of applications. This is 

particularly important for some real time 

multimedia applications.
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